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A screen at the ICA shows Steve McQueen’s video installation “Ashes.”

ART

At the ICA, two shows that embrace
the body in many forms

By Cate McQuaid  GLOBE CORRESPONDENT  FEBRUARY 24,  2017

All seems charmed, at first, in “Steve McQueen: Ashes,” the artist and film
director’s new video installation at the Institute of Contemporary Art. A lithe
fellow in swim trunks bobs on the orange prow of a narrow boat. His grin
beguiles. Sunshine soaks the screen.
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But the soundtrack doesn’t fit. There’s no lapping of water against the hull,
no young man’s laughter. Instead, we hear heavy footsteps on rocky earth,
the scrape of concrete.

McQueen is best known for directing the Academy Award-winning “12 Years
a Slave,” but he came to film from the art world; he has been making short
art films for nearly 25 years, and won Britain’s Turner Prize in 1999. “Ashes”
returns to that form.

The installation is on view concurrently with the 2017 James and Audrey
Foster Prize exhibition, the ICA’s biannual spotlight on Boston-area artists,
and the two make exceptional companions.
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Both shows are about the body. We could get into art theory about “the
body” — how it’s an object of societal projections, or what it communicates
as it occupies space, or disappears, or multiplies. But let’s not. Far more
important is how you feel when you spend time with work like this: Your gut
clenches, your heart drops. You sense it in your flesh.

Brutality marks McQueen’s feature films — such as the prison violence and
starvation in “Hunger,” beatings, lynchings, and rape in “12 Years a Slave.”
“Ashes” likewise revolves around a violent plot point, this time off screen. It’s
shocking, but merely serves to precipitate the real theme: the palpability of
loss.
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Two videos project simultaneously on a double-sided screen. The sparkling
portrait of the young man on the boat — he’s Ashes, a Grenadian fisherman
— unspools on one side. McQueen filmed it in velvety Super 8 back in 2002.
When he returned to Grenada eight years later, he learned Ashes had died —
shot in the back over drugs he found on the beach and buried in a pauper’s
grave. The video McQueen made in response to the news screens on the
other side.

In it, workmen build a monument over Ashes’s grave. Theirs are the sounds
we hear, interspersed with the young man’s friends telling the story of his
murder. The high-definition video zooms in on small notes: the slurry of wet
concrete, hands as they pour it, fingers as they clean and smooth grooves.

The young man’s ebullience on the other side of the screen now seems
cautionary, his absence on this side penetrating. The slow, deliberate crafting
of his grave marker plays like a requiem.

McQueen’s loving attention to the body — the quickening perception of its
mortality, the lyrical details of hands and faces, and finally, the cutting
impression of its absence — finds deep resonances in the Foster Prize
exhibition.

There are gravity and clarity of focus to this year’s show, organized by senior
curator Dan Byers with help from curatorial associate Jeffrey De Blois. It’s
more succinct than the 2015 Foster Prize show, which, highlighting
performance art and artist collectives, was freewheeling and at times chaotic.

The work here refers to bodies, but usually only by implication. In Lucien
Castaing-Taylor and Véréna Paravel’s exquisitely visceral video “Leviathan,”
projected on a large screen in a small gallery, the implied bodies are our own.



“Leviathan” brings us aboard a New Bedford fishing vessel. Fixing GoPro
cameras everywhere — on the paddle of an oar, on the side of the boat, along
the trough where fish are gutted — Castaing-Taylor and Paravel slap us with
waves, rinse us in fish blood, and heave us up against rusty steel.
Installations are often described as immersive; this one nearly drowns us,
and it’s exhilarating.

The other works are quieter. Jennifer Bornstein’s fondly elegiac installation
“New Rubbing and Psychological Tests” remembers her father, who died in
2013. It also marks time’s passage: Isn’t it odd, and miraculous, and sad,
how everything changes?

Bornstein fills the walls with rubbings like those made in a graveyard: of her
late father’s clothing, of old technology, and of the walls and floors of the old
Dia:Chelsea art center before it moved. All gone, or outmoded.

The artist’s father, biochemist Paul Bornstein, genetically engineered mice to
have extraordinary flexibility. She fills the center of the room with plaster
structures — a maze, a high wire, a wheel — modeled after those made to test
the mice, and she projects videos of the little critters at work on these
sculptures. Like the artisans building Ashes’s tomb, Bornstein makes
something tangible to mark a space left hollow.

Sonia Almeida is an unfortunate outlier in this show. Her paintings, many
jutting from the wall on hinges, explore how we process visual information,
finding connections among text, pictographs, and abstract imagery. They’re
smart, but their many conceptual strata interfere with the kinesthetic
response the hinged format might evoke if we were allowed to touch and
move the art.
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But then come Lucy Kim’s paintings — or wall sculptures — which look like
death masks of torsos and faces multiplied into patterns. A plastic surgeon, a
fitness trainer, and a geneticist — each with his or her own approach to
manipulating bodies – are the subjects.

Kim made molds, then casts, which she joins in layered and interlocking
grids into reliefs. The patterning and posture of “Dr. Melissa Doft, Plastic
Surgeon 2,” in shades of green, recall Egyptian friezes of female mourners.

These works teeter between two dimensions and three, between the eerie
sense of shed skin and people vanished, and the reassuring regimentation of
pattern. That pattern works like DNA: It seems to assure that we’ll go on,
somehow, despite change, despite loss, despite the horrors and tenderness of
the flesh.

STEVE McQUEEN: ASHES

THE 2017 JAMES AND AUDREY FOSTER PRIZE

At Institute of Contemporary Art, 25 Harbor Shore Drive, through July 9.

617-478-3100, www.icaboston.org

Cate McQuaid can be reached at catemcquaid@gmail.com.
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The Weekender: Global jazz, awkward sex, and absolutely noThe Weekender: Global jazz, awkward sex, and absolutely no
April foolishnessApril foolishness

MORE...The Globe’s picks for the best ways to spend your weekend.

It’s musical ‘Thrones’ in HBO’s new trailerIt’s musical ‘Thrones’ in HBO’s new trailer

MORE...

HBO released a trailer for season seven, which will premiere on July
16.

Is ‘Ghost in the Shell’ an act of Hollywood whitewashing? Yes.Is ‘Ghost in the Shell’ an act of Hollywood whitewashing? Yes.
And no.And no.

MORE...

The Japanese movie has been transformed into a “global” experience. As
far as entertainment corporations are concerned, that means Caucasian actors like
Scarlett Johansson.

‘The Kennedys After Camelot’ resembles ‘Dynasty’ with Teddy‘The Kennedys After Camelot’ resembles ‘Dynasty’ with Teddy
and Jackieand Jackie

MORE...

The best way to experience Reelz’s miniseries sequel is to jeer-
watch.

From Aimee Mann, laments with a liltFrom Aimee Mann, laments with a lilt

MORE...

Her breezy voice and some well-placed string arrangements add airiness
to depictions of woe on “Mental Illness.”

Longtime Boston DJ spools out history of rock from insideLongtime Boston DJ spools out history of rock from inside
concert hallconcert hall

MORE...

In “The Decibel Diaries: A Journey Through Rock in 50 Concerts,” Carter
Alan writes about concerts by a range of artists, including B.B. King and Prince.
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The wonders of ‘Marsden Hartley’s Maine’The wonders of ‘Marsden Hartley’s Maine’
MORE...The Met Breuer showcases the artist’s relationship to his home state.

The Internet’s future? It’s going to get worse.The Internet’s future? It’s going to get worse.

MORE...

A new Pew Research Center study looked at public discourse online, and
the outlook is grim.

Slate, Evans are grateful for the gift of ‘Gifted’Slate, Evans are grateful for the gift of ‘Gifted’

MORE...

In ‘Gifted,’ Jenny Slate and Chris Evans got a rare chance to play against
type.

Path of evangelicals in America leads to era of TrumpPath of evangelicals in America leads to era of Trump

MORE...

Frances Fitzgerald’s “The Evangelicals’’ is an epic history of white
American evangelical Protestantism from Plymouth Rock to Trump

Tower.

Pile has a well-earned reputation to upholdPile has a well-earned reputation to uphold

MORE...

Boston bands’ favorite Boston band is releasing a new album Friday and
following up with a show Sunday at The Sinclair.

An unlikely alliance gets to the heart of the matter at CentralAn unlikely alliance gets to the heart of the matter at Central
Square TheaterSquare Theater

MORE...

“Paradise” tells the story of a Muslim teenager and biology teacher who
develop an experiment together.

Bruce Springsteen, the people’s rock godBruce Springsteen, the people’s rock god
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MORE...

The magic of a four-plus-hour show is that Springsteen can please the
diehard and casual fans alike.

‘American Crime’ is the best show on network TV that you’re‘American Crime’ is the best show on network TV that you’re
not watchingnot watching

MORE...

ABC’s “American Crime” has launched its most ambitious season yet, but
its ratings could hardly be worse.

Take me out to the moviesTake me out to the movies

MORE...

Three Red Sox pitchers walk in to a movie theater. Do they all buy a ticket
to the same kind of film? That was the question put to Steven Wright, Joe

Kelly, and Matt Barnes. 

‘Hamilton’ comes to Boston in September 2018 for two-‘Hamilton’ comes to Boston in September 2018 for two-
month runmonth run

MORE...

“Hamilton’’ will come to Boston in September 2018 and run for a full two
months — much longer than customary for touring shows.

The real story behind ‘13 Hours’The real story behind ‘13 Hours’

MORE...

The new movie “13 Hours” tells the story of the 2012 attack on the US
diplomatic compound in Benghazi, Libya.

‘Book Thief ’ is tasteful but dull‘Book Thief ’ is tasteful but dull

MORE...

The adaption from the much-loved 2005 bestseller by Markus Zusak
seems to have lost something on the WWII story’s way to the screen.

Blurred lines between life and art in ‘Our American Hamlet’Blurred lines between life and art in ‘Our American Hamlet’
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MORE...

Jake Broder’s new play at Commonwealth Shakespeare Company
explores the tormented Booths, a family of actors and one notorious
assassin.

Meet the real people behind ‘Patriots Day’Meet the real people behind ‘Patriots Day’

MORE...

Here’s a look at the cast and the real people they’ll be portraying
onscreen.
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